Millennium Cave Tour

A relatively new tour
available in Santo is
this awesome walking
adventure. Not for the
faint hearted, this full
day tour involves a
lengthy bush walk and
requires some degree of
fitness.

“Definitely worth
the effort, you will
be amazed at the
stunning scenery.”

Your guide will lead
you through narrow
jungle paths, across
creeks and cascades and
over bamboo bridges to
reach the Millennium
Cave.
This massive cave
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and some 50m high. A
bamboo ladder will take
you from the mouth
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It is advisable
you wear comfortable
shoes which will
get wet and possibly
muddy. Dive booties
or old running shoes
are best.
* TIP..
Wear swimmers and
comfortable clothes.
Once you have had
lunch, a guide will
take any bags or items
which you don’t wish
to get wet, back to
village where you
will return too.

